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QUESTION 1

Which of the following components provide the directory interface for eSpace Mobile? (Multiple Choice) 

A. BMU 

B. eServer 

C. MAA 

D. AppAgent 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

In a multi-node centralized network, there is a central node with a U1981 deployed and a branch node with a U1911
deployed. When POTS user A under U1911 calls an external PSTN user through the branch node\\'s El trunk, the path
along which the call\\'s SIP signaling is transmitted is: 

A. U1911->U1981->U1911 

B. U1981->U1911 

C. U1911->U1981 

D. U1981 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The default eSpace user statuses include (). (Multiple Choice) 

A. Busy 

B. Away 

C. Online 

D. Offline 

E. On Vacation 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 4

An enterprise with about 2,500 IP phones has purchased three U1960s. Which network mode is suitable for these three



U1960s? 

A. Multi-node centralized call management network 

B. Distributed call management network in peer-to-peer mode 

C. Distributed call management network in convergent mode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

One BMU can connect to multiple U1900 series unified gateways. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

In a multi-node centralized network, the status of SIP users of the local node is normally displayed as () on the local
node. 

A. idle 

B. fault 

C. busy 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

eSpace Desktop A and eSpace Mobile B register with the same eServer and are both online. If A transfers a file to B,
the path along which the file is transferred is (). 

A. A->B 

B. A->eServer->B 

C. A->eServer->MAA->B 

D. A->MAA->eServer->MAA->B 

E. A->MAA->eServer->B 

Correct Answer: A 

 



QUESTION 8

An enterprise has deployed devices such as IP PBXs and eServers, The enterprise requires that the call records of
employees (fewer than 50 persons) in a special position be traceable. In consideration of costs, which of the following
deployment modes is the most suitable? 

A. Add a recording system. Components of the recording system can be co-deployed on the same server. 

B. Add a recording system. The recording server can be independently deployed. 

C. Add the UMS component. 

D. Retain the existing devices. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You can collect logs on eSpace clients, including log files generated during client operation and system information. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Only one Meeting MS server has been deployed in an enterprise. The administrator needs to enable the () function on
the MS to support multimedia conference services on both internal and external networks. 

A. Redirection 

B. Automatic cascading 

C. Intelligent routing 

D. Multiple listening 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following statements is CORRECT about the local regeneration configuration on a U1900 local gateway? 

A. Numbers need to be manually allocated for POTS users on the local gateway. 

B. SIP trunks to the primary and secondary devices should be manually added on the local gateway. 

C. Numbers need to be manually allocated for SIP users on the local gateway. 



D. The local gateway stores the information about all user numbers. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

In the multi-node centralized remote disaster recovery scenario, which of the following statements is CORRECT about
IP phone registration in normal conditions? 

A. Only IP phones on the primary node register with the primary node. 

B. IP phones on the primary node register with the standby node. 

C. All IP phones register with the IP PBX on the primary node. 

D. IP phones on the local node register with the local node. 

Correct Answer: C 
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